
Latitude (distance from the 
Equator) 
Sunlight is more concentrated at 
the equator giving higher 
temperatures. At the Poles light is 
spread over a greater area giving 
colder temperatures

Atmospheric circulation

Warm moist air rises at the 
equator giving clouds and 
rain that create rainforests. 

This air spread north and 
south and sinks at 30⁰ 
latitude giving bands of dry 
air where dry deserts form.

Ocean currents

Warm surface currents move 
warm water from the equator 
making climates milder. For 
example the Gulf Stream brings 
warm water to the UK

Deep ocean Cold ocean currents 
return the water.

Relief

Temperature decreases with altitude –
for every 100m of height 1 ⁰c of 
temperature is lost.

Where moist air is forced to rise by 
mountains it cools and condenses 
causing precipitation.
As the air descends again it warms
again creating an area of rain shadow.

What were past
climates like?

Medieval Warm Period
- Archaeological remains show 

evidence of Viking farm 
settlements in Greenland  for over 
400 years

Little Ice Age
- Old paintings show ‘frost fairs’ 

taking place on the frozen River 
Thames

- Cold weather and rain led to years
of repeated crop failure and a
‘Great Famine’ where 10-20% of
the population starved according 
to church records

- Farmers had to switch to new
crops such a potatoes which could
grow in colder conditions



Climate change:
Human activities which rely on burning fossil fuels release more carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. 
This increases the amount of heat trapped in the atmosphere, raising global temperatures.

Your Carbon 
Footprint is the 
amount of carbon 
you personally 
produce in a year.
It is measured in 
tonnes of carbon 
dioxide emitted per 
year. 

We can reduce our carbon footprints by:
➢ Recycling
➢ Cycling and using public transport
➢ Using renewable energy 

➢ Eating locally produced seasonal food
➢ Reducing the amount we fly
➢ Insulating our homes to reduce heat 

loss


